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For any hyperfunction solutions to the regular-specializable system, a boundary value mor-
phism is defined by Laurent-Monteiro Fernandes. We announce that this morphism induces a
boundary value morphism for extensible ultradistribution solutions to the regular-specializable
system under an irregularity condition due to Tahara.
Introduction
In this article, we announce of result about boundary value problems for extensible
ultradistribution solutions along an initial boundary to the regular-specializable system
of analytic linear differential equations in the framework of Algebraic Analysis.
The regular-specializable system is defined by Kashiwara [3], and constitutes a
special class of Fuchsian systems in the sense of Laurent-Monteiro Fernandes [14]. In a
single equation case, this corresponds to a Fuchsian operator in the sense of Baouendi-
Goulaouic [1] with constant characteristic exponents, or equivalently, a regular-singular
operator with weak sense due to Kashiwara-Oshima [7] (cf. Oshima [21]). For any
regular-specializable system, its vanishing cycle and nearby cycle in the D-Module the-
ory are defined (see Kashiwara [3], Laurent [13], Maisonobe-Mebkhout [16]). After the
results by Kashiwara-Oshima [7] and Oshima [21], for any hyperfunction solutions to
a regular-specializable system, Laurent-Monteiro Fernandes ([15], [17], [18]) defined an
injective boundary value morphism which takes values in hyperfunction solutions to
the nearby cycle of the system. This morphism extends the non-characteristic bound-
ary value morphism due to Komatsu-Kawai and Schapira. Note that the solvability is
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discussed in [15] under a kind of hyperbolicity condition (see Yamazaki [25] for a mi-
crolocal version). Moreover if we replace hyperfunctions with distributions, then, we can
prove that the boundary value morphism due to Laurent-Monteiro Fernandes induces
the boundary value morphism for temperate (i.e. extensible) distribution solutions to
any regular-specializable system (see Yamazaki [26]). Hence, we shall consider bound-
ary value problems in the framework of (Gevrey) ultradistributions, and announce that
the boundary value morphism above induces a boundary value morphism for extensi-
ble ultradistribution solutions to the regular-specializable system under an irregularity
condition due to Tahara.
Details of this article will be appeared in a forthcoming paper [27].
§ 1. Notation
We fix the notation used in this paper. Our main references are Kashiwara [5]
and Kashiwara-Schapira [8]: We denote by Z, R and C the sets of all the integers, real
numbers and complex numbers respectively. Moreover we set
N := {n ∈ Z; n > 1} ⊂ N0 := N ∪ {0}, R>0 := {t ∈ R; r > 0} ⊂ R>0 := {t ∈ R; r > 0}.
For a topological space Z and A ⊂ Z, we denote by IntA and ClA the interior and
the closure of A respectively. In this paper, we shall write Module or Ring with capital
letters, instead of sheaf of left modules or sheaf of rings respectively. Let A be a Ring
on Z. We denote by Aop the opposed Ring, and we regard right A-Modules as (left)
Aop-Modules. We denote by Mod(A) the category of A-Modules, and by Coh(A) the
full subcategory of Mod(A) consisting of coherent A-Modules. Further we denote by
D
b(A) the bounded derived category of complexes of A-Modules, and by Dbcoh(A) the
full subcategory of Db(A) consisting of objects with coherent cohomologies. In this
paper, all the manifolds are assumed to be smooth and paracompact. Let M be a real
analytic manifold, and X a complexification of M . Let N be an analytic hypersurface
of M , and Y a complexification of N in X . Let ι : Y ↪→ X be the natural embedding.
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etc. and ϑ := τ∂τ (or t∂t on real cases). For α =
(α1, . . . , αn) ∈ N
n












. We denote by OX
the Ring of holomorphic functions, by DX the Ring of holomorphic linear differential
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operators, and byΩX the sheaf of the holomorphic differential forms with maximal degree
on X respectively. Set DY→X := OY ⊗
OX





is, the transfer (DY ⊗D
op
X |Y ) and (DX |Y ⊗D
op
Y )-Modules associated with ι : Y ↪→ X

















the inverse image and the extraordinary inverse image respectively. Let orM denote the
orientation sheaf on M , and set orN/M := orN ⊗ orM |N (the relative orientation sheaf
attached to N →M). We set ωN/M := orN/M [−1] and ω
⊗−1
N/M := orN/M [1] (the relative
dualizing complex and its dual). We set DAN := DY |N , D
A
M←N := DX←Y |N ⊗ orN/M etc.
(we add the superscript A in order to avoid the confusion with holomorphic cases). Let
BM and DbM be the sheaves onM of Sato hyperfunctions and of Schwartz distributions
respectively. Further, Let Df ∗M and Db
∗
M be the sheaves on M of ultradifferentiable
functions and of ultradistributions of Gevrey class ∗, respectively. Here and in what
follows, ∗ stands for {s} with 1 < s < ∞ or (s) with 1 < s 6 ∞ to indicate the
Gevrey growth order, and we understand that Df (∞)M := C
∞
M is the sheaf on M of
functions of class C∞. In particular, Db (∞)M = DbM . We fix the coordinates in (1.1),
and recall the definitions of Df ∗M and Db
∗
M (see [9], [10]): Let U ⊂ M be an open set.
For u(x) ∈ Γ (U ;C∞M ), compact set K b U and h > 0, we set










Then u(x) ∈ Γ (U ;Df {s}M ) (resp. Γ (U ;Df
(s)
M )) if for any K b U , there exist h > 0
such that (resp. for any K b U and h > 0) ps,hK (u) < ∞. By the system of semi-
norms {ps,hK (·)}h>0,KbU , we can endow each Γ (U ;Df
∗
M ) and Γc(U ;Df
∗
M ) with a natural
locally convex topology (the subscript c means the sections with compact support), and
consequently
(a) Γ (U ;Df {s}M ) is a DLFS space, and Γc(U ;Df
{s}
M ) is a DFS space,
(b) Γ (U ;Df (s)M ) is an FS space, and Γc(U ;Df
(s)
M ) is an LFS space.
These all spaces are reflexive.






VM for ∗ = {s} or (s) with 1 < s <∞;
that is, V ∗M is the sheaf on M of volume elements with coefficients in Df
∗
M . Since we fix
the coordinates, we have a (global) isomorphism




where dx dt denotes the standard Lebesgue measure onM ' Rn+1. We endow V ∗M with
the locally convex topology under which (1.2) is the topological isomorphism and set:




Here the prime means the strong dual of a topological vector space. The assignment
U 7→ Γ (U ;Db ∗M ) defines a sheaf Db
∗
M onM . Then Db
{s}
M is called the sheaf of ultradistri-
butions of class {s} (of Roumieu type), and Db (s)M is called the sheaf of ultradistributions
of class (s) (of Beurling-Bjo¨rck type). It is known that Γc(U ;Db
∗




global isomorphism (1.2) permits us the following identifications as usual:
Γ (U ;Df ∗M )
′ = Γc(U ;Db
∗
M ) ⊂ Γ (U ;Db
∗





(a) Γ (U ;Db {s}M ) is an FS space, and Γc(U ;Db
{s}
M ) is an LFS space,
(b) Γ (U ;Db (s)M ) is a DLFS space, and Γc(U ;Db
(s)
M ) is a DFS space.









M ⊂ BM .
For any DAN sub-Module F ⊂ BN , set










t ·1M←N , where




M associated with coordinates in (1.1).
Let δ(t) be the delta function, and set δ(r)(t) := ∂rt δ(t). If 1 < s < t, then the
identification that DAM←N 3 ∂
r
t · 1M←N ↔ δ





















ΓN (DbM ) ⊂ ΓN (Db
{t}
M ) ⊂ ΓN (Db
(t)
M ) ⊂ ΓN (Db
{s}
M ) ⊂ ΓN (Db
(s)
M ) ⊂ ΓN (BM )
Here we remark that Γ[N ](DbM ) = ΓN (DbM ).
Let U0 ⊂ N be an open subset. Then
(a) Γ (U0;ΓN (Db
{s}
M )) is an FS space, and Γc(U0;ΓN (Db
{s}
M )) is an LFS space,
(b) Γ (U0;ΓN (Db
(s)
M )) is a DLFS space, and Γc(U0;ΓN (Db
(s)
M )) is a DFS space.
We set Ω+ := {(x, t) ∈M ; t > 0} ⊂M+ := {(x, t) ∈M ; t > 0}. Let Thom (∗,DbM )
be the Schwartz functor due to Kashiwara (see [4]), and set
Γ tΩ
+
(DbM ) := Thom (CΩ
+
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Let U ⊂M be an open subset with U ∩N 6= ∅. As in the case of distribution, we set
Γ extΩ
+







If U ∩N 6= ∅, then we have (see [12] and cf. [2])
Γ (U ;Γ extΩ
+






(U ;Db ∗M ) ⊂ Γ (U ∩Ω+;Db
∗
M ).
By using a result of [11], we can prove
Proposition 1.1. For any k ∈ Z, there exists an isomorphism
Γ extΩ
+
(Db ∗M )|N 3 u(x, t) 7→ t
−ku(x, t) ∈ Γ extΩ
+
(Db ∗M )|N .
For a vector bundle τ : E → Z over a manifold Z, we set τ˙ : E˙ := E r Z → Z (the




b(CE) be the subcategory of the bounded
derived category of CE-Modules such that each cohomology is conic. We set
P+ := {(v, ξ) ∈ T˙NM ×
N
T˙ ∗NM ; 〈v, ξ〉 > 0}
and denote by p+1 : P
+ → T˙NM and p
+
2 : P
+ → T˙ ∗NM the canonical projections. Then:
Proposition 1.2 ([24, Corollary A.2], cf. [22, Chapter I]). There exists the fol-















Here F∧ denotes the Fourier-Sato transform of F .
Taking F = νN (F) (specialization along N) for any F ∈ D
b(CM ), we have the
following distinguished triangle by Proposition 1.2:
RΓN (F)⊗ orN/M → RΓM
+





and this induces the following:
(1.3)


























0 // ΓN (BM )⊗ orN/M
// ΓM
+






§ 2. Regular-Specializable Systems
We recall the definitions of regular-specializable systems and vanishing and nearby
cycle Modules (see [13], [16], [26, Appendix] and references cited therein). Since the
problem is local, we fix the coordinates in (1.1). Let {DX (p)}p∈N
0
the usual order
filtration. Further we denote by VY (DX) = {V
k
Y (DX)}k∈Z the V -filtration (along Y ).














i∂ jτ ∈ DX
∣∣
Y } .
Here IY be the defining Ideal of Y in OX with a convention that I
j
Y = OX for j 6 0.
Then we have:
(i) VkY (DX) ⊂ V
k+1





Y (DX) = DX ;
(ii) VkY (DX)V
l
Y (DX) ⊂ V
k+l
Y (DX) holds for any k, l ∈ Z.
In what follows we omit the phrase “along Y ” since Y is fixed.
Definition 2.1. Let M ∈ Coh(DX |Y ). Then a V -filtration V(M ) on M is a
family {Vk(M )}k∈Z of sub-Groups such that




k(M ) = M ;
(ii) VkY (DX)V
l(M ) ⊂ Vk+l(M ) holds for any k, l ∈ Z.
Moreover a V -filtration V(M ) is said to be good if (locally) there exist I ∈ N, {ui}
I
i=1 ⊂
M , and {ki}
I








Y (DX) ui .
We set FpVkY (DX) := V
k







bi-filtration. This enjoys the following properties:











Y (DX) = DX ;








Y (DX) holds if p, q, k, l ∈ Z.
Definition 2.2. Let M ∈ Coh(DX |Y ). Then a bi-filtration FV(M ) on M is a
family {FpVk(M )}p,k∈Z of sub-Groups such that






k(M ) = M ;
(ii) FpVkY (DX) F
q
V
l(M ) ⊂ Fp+qVk+l(M ) holds if p, q, k, l ∈ Z.
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Y (DX) ui .
Definition 2.3. M ∈ Coh(DX |Y ) is said to be regular-specializable if the fol-
lowing equivalent conditions are satisfied:
(1) there exist (locally) a coherent OX sub-Module L of M and a non-zero polynomial





(2) there exist (locally) a good bi-filtration FV(M ) and a non-zero polynomial b(α) ∈
C[α] such that for any p, k ∈ Z, the following holds:
b(ϑ+ k) FpVk(M ) ⊂ Fp+deg bVk−1(M ).





Y (DX) such that (bu(ϑ)−Qu) u = 0.
We denote byRY (DX) ⊂ Coh(DX |Y ) the subcategory consisting of regular-specializable
DX |Y -Modules.
Remark 2.4. (1) If Y is non-characteristic for M ∈ Coh(DX |Y ), then M ∈
RY (DX).
(2) Every regular-holonomic DX |Y -Module are regular-specializable (Kashiwara-
Kawai [6]).
Proposition 2.5. For any M ∈ RY (DX), there exist a non-zero polynomial
bY (α) ∈ C[α] (unique under the assumption that the degree is minimum) and a unique
good V -filtration VY (M ) = {V
k
Y (M )}k∈Z such that b
−1
Y (0) ⊂ {σ ∈ C; 0 4 σ ≺ 1} and
for any k ∈ Z
bY (ϑ+ k)V
k
Y (M ) ⊂ V
k−1
Y (M ).
Here ≺ stands for the lexicographical order on C = R+
√−1 R.
Definition 2.6. For any M ∈ RY (DX) and VY (M ) in Proposition 2.5, we set






Y (M ). Then the vanishing cycle ΦY (M ) and nearby cycle
ΨY (M ) are defined respectively by
ΦY (M ) := Gr
1
Y (M ), ΨY (M ) := Gr
0
Y (M ).
It is known that GrkY (M ) ∈ Coh(DY ) for any k ∈ Z, and for any k ∈ N0
Grk+1Y (M ) = ∂
k
τ ΦY (M ), Gr
−k
Y (M ) = τ
k ΨY (M ).
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Proposition 2.7. Let
(2.1) 0→ M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0
be an exact sequence in Coh(DX |Y ). Then M ∈ RY (DX) if and only if M
′, M ′′ ∈
RY (DX). Further if (2.1) is an exact sequence in RY (DX), then for any k ∈ Z, there
exists an exact sequence in Coh(DY ):
0→ GrkY (M




Theorem 2.8. If M ∈ RY (DX), then Dι
∗
M , Dι!M ∈ Dbcoh(DY ), and there
exist the following distinguished triangles:
ΦY (M )
τ




Dι!M // ΨY (M )
∂
τ
// ΦY (M )
+1
// .
Proposition 2.9. Let M ∈ Coh(DX |Y ), and assume that Y is non characteris-
tic for M . Set Dι∗M := H0Dι∗M . Then ΦY (M ) = 0 and
(2.2) Dι!M ' ΨY (M ) ' Dι
∗
M ' Dι∗M .
§ 3. Boundary Values for Solutions to Regular-Specializable System
We recall (1.3) and Theorem 2.8. Then:
Theorem 3.1 ([18], [26], cf. [25]). For any M ∈ RY (DX), there exists the fol-









































































(ΨY (M ),DbN )
+1

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(ΦY (M ),BN ),
Hom
DX





















Here, βi := Hi(β) etc.
Remark 3.2. (1) In (3.1), both β and β are isomorphisms under the near-
hyperbolicity condition in the sense of Laurent-Monteiro Fernandes [15, Definition 1.3.1],
and a microlocal counterpart of β is defined in Yamazaki [25] along the line of [20].
(2) For non-characteristic cases, see Remark 4.3.














We set M := DX/DX(b(ϑ) − Q). Then we see that ΨY (M ) ' D
m














// X Cnz × Cτ
Y Cnz × {0}
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L(OX)))⊗ orN/L (see [19], [20], [25]). Then there exists
a monomorphism νN (BM )  B˜N|M . Let us take any v
∗ = (x0; 1
d
dt
) ∈ T˙NM and
u(x, t) ∈ Hom
DX
(M , νN(BM ))v∗ . Then it is known (see [25], cf. [19]) that as a section
of Hom
DX











√−1 Γ νij 0, t) t
α
i(log t)j−1.
Here each F νij(z, τ) is holomorphic on a neighborhood of {(z, 0) ∈ X ; |x0−z| < ε, Im z ∈
Γ νij} with a positive constant ε and an open convex cone Γ
ν
ij ⊂ R





√−1 Γ νij 0, 0) ∈ BN,x
0
are well defined, and β0(u) is equivalent to

















r; vαr ∈ N}.
We need several notions due to Tahara [23]:






r ∈ FmV−1Y (DX) (vαr ∈ N, and
qαr(z, 0) 6= 0 if qαr(z, τ) 6≡ 0), we set







{m− r − vαr
|α| − vαr
}
(ST (Q) 6= ∅),
∞ (ST (Q) = ∅).
Let m, d ∈ N. We shall consider the following square matrix of size d whose
components belong to DX (m):
(3.3) P (z, τ, ∂z, ∂τ ) = P (z, τ, ∂z, ϑ) = b(ϑ)1d −Q(z, τ, ∂z, ϑ).
Here b(ϑ) ∈ C[ϑ] with degree m, 1d stands for the identity matrix of size d, and each
component Qij of Q = (Qij)
d









MP ∈ RY (DX).
Definition 3.5. Tahara’s index for P is defined by
IT (P ) := min{IT (Qij); 1 6 i, j 6 d}.
Remark 3.6. (1) Tahara [23] defined his index for Fuchsian operators in the
sense of Baouendi-Goulaouic [1], and this index measures the difference of Fuchsian
operators from operators with regular singularities due to Kashiwara-Oshima [7].
(2) Let tP be the formal adjoint of P . Then we see that IT (P ) = IT (
tP ).
Then we state our main theorem:
Theorem 3.7. Assume that 1 < s 6 IT (P ). Then (3.1) induces the following















































that is, (3.4) is compatible with (3.1) under (1.3).
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By virtue of division theorem, the construction of morphisms in (3.4) are same as
in [17], [26].
Remark 3.8. (1) We see that ΨY (MP ) ' D
md
Y and ΦY (MP ) ' D
md
Y . Thus











































































and if i 6= 0, then β t,i = β∗,i = βi = βt,i = β∗,i = βi = 0.




{m− vijαr − r
m− |α| − r






Therefore, we can regard this condition as a counterpart of an irregularity condition for
ordinary differential equation.
§ 4. Case of General Regular Specializable Systems
Let M ∈ RY (DX). Then there exists locally an epimorphism


















0 . Then first we have the following partial result:
Proposition 4.1. Under (4.1), assume that 1 < s 6 min{IT (P
ν
0 ); 1 6 ν 6 ν0}.











(M , Γ extΩ
+










































(ΦY (M ),BN ),
Hom
DX




































Next, for any M ∈ RY (DX), there exists locally an exact sequence
(4.2) 0→ K → Ln+2 → · · · → L1 → L0 → M → 0.






and each P νi is of the type (3.3). Then we have
K [n+ 2]→ L• → M
+1
−−→ where L• := (Ln+2 → · · · → L0).
As a special case, if there exists locally an exact sequence instead of (4.2):
(4.3) 0→ Lµ → · · · → L1 → L0 → M → 0,
where µ 6 n+ 1 and each Li is same as in (4.2), then we have
L• := (Lµ → · · · → L0) = M .
Under this notation we set




i ); 1 6 ν 6 νi, 0 6 i 6 n+ 2} (the case of (4.2)),
min{IT (P
ν
i ); 1 6 ν 6 νi, 0 6 i 6 µ} (the case of (4.3)).
Then Theorem 3.7 is generalized as follows:
Theorem 4.2. Assume that 1 < s 6 IT (M ). Then (3.1) induces the following
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that is, (4.4) is compatible with (3.1) under (1.3). In particular, the monomorphisms β0






































(ΦY (M ),BN ),
Hom
DX




































Remark 4.3. Let M ∈ Coh(DX |Y ) and assume that Y is non-characteristic for























(M , Γ extΩ
+




























and (4.5) induces the following monomorphisms:
Hom
DX


































and β0 coincides with boundary value morphism due to Komatsu-Kawai and Schapira
in the single equation case (see Komatsu [12]).
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